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About This Game

Infiltrate the military research lab consipiring with the devil and hunt down the demons!

Kali, the legendary "Goddess of Death" in the South America Rovolution.
She joined Neverlight, the counter-demon organization, after some kind of incident.

She wield two pistols that carve silver on bullets became a secret agent who hunts down demons.
Kali was investigating a strange case occurred in the Axis-21 Marine Research Plant
when she discovers the large and shadowy conspiracy of failed Project Prometheus.

1. Advanced console-style stealth action game
This game is never easy.

By the standards of 2015 games, this is definitely a difficult one.
You actually need to put forth an effort and practice to clear the game.
This game doesn't give you many tips about game mechanics or skills.

But you can overcome any difficulties through repeated attempts and practices.

2. Free-style dual pistol control
Why do you use a single pistol when you can wield two?

You can aim two targets at the same time and control each hand separately.

3. 45 stages
There are 45 missions with various patterns.
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Each mission features a different structure, style and set of bosses.
Find out how each mission is played out

in the 45 stages of Prometheus.

4. 19 bosses with various patterns
Prometheus features 19 bosses.

Each boss is visually stunning and spectacular,
but the real heart of this game is in the ever changing gameplay pattern.

5. Solid storyline
The past and present of Kali, the Goddess of Death.

The relationship between shadowy organizations.
And characters with various stories.

Experience the whole new world of Byulbram Studio, the creator of Her Knights and Asura Cross.

6. Cinematic stage with collapsing floors and changing structures
The stage setting changes and some parts collapse as you play the game.

Experience the spectacle showdown with huge bosses and ever changing environment
and the blockbuster animations with no limit.

7. Automatically created Abyss Dungeon
Abyss Dungeon is for users who want to enjoy the game more even after clearing the whole storyline.

A new maze setting is automatically created each time.
Prove your skill in Abyss where the difficulty is higher than the campaign mode.

8. Over 90 achievements
You can clear this game in various ways.

And there are many achievements that you can try.
Find hidden achievements and complete them one by one.
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Title: Silver Bullet: Prometheus
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Byulbram
Publisher:
Byulbram Studio
Release Date: 8 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (32 bit)

Processor: intel core-2 quad processor 2.4 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 9500 GT

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,Japanese,Russian,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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There's almost no substance to this, I wasted an hour of my life on the mission and got cockblocked from a huge nuclear
explosion almost destroying the entire island with "Ha-Ha, tis not but a joke!" But, I have to ask, is a doomsday scenario where
you get nuked possible?. Possibly the only "multiple endings" game I've ever played where it was actually worth playing the
whole game three times, since the gameplay and puzzles change significantly. Interesting and creepy atmosphere, but it's a
shame the dialogue and descriptions aren't in better English.. Conceptually a great game, in practice the performance shoots
itself in the foot. This game is definitely suffering from a CPU bottleneck. I have an i5 2500k and GTX 1070Ti. This is the only
VR title i remotely have any performance issues with. That being said, I don't care how bad the game looks if I can get it to
perform well. But no matter what settings I use, 4 player split screen is crawling at 15fps. Not even the AI count has an effect.
This causes vr players to feel motion sick. The moment it gets to 2 players, it caps at 30fps and the performance is fine. This
game is way more demanding than it should be, and I only say this because I'm a unity developer myself and I've witnessed 4
player vr splitscreen done right. The fact that performance is only an issue with high player count leads me to believe the cpu
rendering (maybe drawcall count) is not as optimized as it could be. Without these performance issues this game would be great,
but unfortunately you need an overkill cpu to run this game. Until then, I can't recommend this game to the average user.. I
absolutely loved this game! Worth every penny. If you loved King's Quest or Quest for Glory, this game is definitely for you!.
It's interesting type of game.. Do you like a puzzle games? Yes? So Mousecraft is for You!
Cool combination of Lemmings and Tetris will test your brain from the easiest puzzles to the really challenging ones.

Plus game have a very good and easy level editor!. love this game! it would be awesome if there would be an air assault team
that could land on top of a building and begin attack or at a destination you could call in a team and have a helicopter hover over
the ground while the unit rappels down the rope. if it could do that over the building it would be pretty cool as well as in an area
that could be cleared.
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IT IS THE STEALERS OF THE GENES. It's really dumb. It's clearly written by someone for whom English is, at best, a
second language. It uses gross-out humor pretty much everywhere.

But darn it all, I don't know why, but I still think it's really fun.. There's about 5-10 minutes total of content here. The info
buttons give very little information. Additionally, I stayed in reprojection 100% of the time in this game with a GTX 970, so the
optimization is very poor. To add insult to injury, the textures are flat, environment are square, and the sense of wonder is low.

Not worth the $2-3 price point until the performance is fixed, more content is added, and the overall quality is increased.. Great
software for 2D animation.. I've played a decent amount on other platforms, and can say without any reservation that this is a
fantastic roguelike and a significant upgrade over Cardinal Quest 1.

Class balance and combat seems to be improved, with much more interesting leveling up and upgrades. In Cardinal Quest 1,
certain classes felt like easy mode, but the balance is much more in sync this time around. Additionally, there is a lot more
gameplay than originally.

If you're a roguelike fan, this should scratch that itch.. A great expansion to the original game, which is a masterpiece.
Cameos, a good story, new weapons and enemies.. A wonderful video game based on Chinese mythology, it's just a pity that this
all in Chinese, I really look forward to putting the English version at least the subtitles and menus that would be great.. I am very
happy that I purchased this game. It plays a lot like Super Metroid and has some Castlevania elements to it, but it also has its
own element to it in that it starts out in similar areas but then it branches on its own and becomes a different play through every
time. I have not tried the deathmatch or time trial modes yet, but I will say that the people who think this game is clunky haven't
picked up enough boost items yet and are probably used to much more modern and less retro style games, because this takes me
right back to the 90's and the Super Nintendo days. Definitely pick this one up.
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